Quantitative detection and evaluation of thrombus formation based on electrical impedance spectroscopy.
Thrombus formation is quantitatively measured and evaluated by the electrical impedance spectroscopy method in this study, which confirms the possibility for the application of a promising non-invasive thrombus detection method. The impedance parameter Z*(t) of blood from the electrical impedance spectroscopy is utilized to elaborate the impedance performance of blood during thrombus formation process. Experimental results indicate that the impedance Z*(t) of blood has regular variations under the formation of thrombus, which could be divided into three stages. Modified Hanai equation is proposed to quantitatively expound the three stages of impedance Z*(t) variation. The amount of fibrin and thrombus clot is founded to be accounted for the impedance variation of blood, which confirms the feasibility and theoretical basis of the non-invasive and on-line thrombus bio-detection technology for patients with serious cardiovascular disease.